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https://www.facebook.com/kisanhub
https://www.instagram.com/kisanhub/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kisanhub/
https://twitter.com/KisanHub
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyxCBtJZC2FoQK4eA-69xbg
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Connected from seed to sale
Where will you start?
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Monitor 
crops remotely
Get live updates, alerts, 
imagery and insights to 
track your crops progress

Inventories 
real-time on 
any device
One view of your field and 
store inventories for better 
product management

Quality 
assessments from 
field and lab
A single view of market 
suitability and crop quality, based 
on thresholds you set

Supply 
transparency 
Digitally capture and share 
provenance, quality and 
compliance at point of dispatch
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Reporting and Analytics Dashboards

Say goodbye to siloed spreadsheets. 
Say hello to supply chain intelligence. 

✓ Procurement managers can now have all the 

information they need to make better purchasing 

decisions, reduce costs and improve margins.

✓ Commercial teams will see real-time data on contract 

status and be able to share reports with customers to 

improve and build relationships.

✓ Supply Chain Analysts now have one data resource 

with the insights to help forecast more accurately and 

react quicker to economic and environmental events.
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Monitor crops remotely
Get live updates, alerts, imagery and insights to track your crops progress
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✓ Easy onboarding so all fields can be visible to you in a matter of hours

✓ Access to forecast and historic weather along with satellite imagery 

for each field - on web and mobile. Various indices are applied to 

satellite images to benchmark each fields’ progress.

✓ From the field you can share progress updates, pest, disease & defect 

reports, yield estimates, harvest date estimates, and planned and 

completed operations

✓ The observations can be captured offline and you can attach photos 

and leave notes & RAG ratings

✓ On web you can respond with notes/comments and the field team will 

get an alert on their mobile app 

Monitor subscription starts from £416 per month
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You will get
✓ As an online tool, there are no more spreadsheets to worry about 

and everyone in your team can access the field and store inventory 

simultaneously  

✓ The field team can update planting and estimated or actual harvest 

dates, as well as estimated and actual yields, from their mobile app 

which syncs instantly with the inventory on web

✓ For store inventories, everytime someone edits the stock level it is 

tracked, and your team can leave comments about each store lot 

✓ When you need to communicate with customers and/or marketing 

teams you can slice, dice, and export the inventory to excel

Inventories subscription starts from £416 per month 
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Inventories real-time on any device
One view of your field and store inventories for better product management
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Quality assessments from field and lab
A single view of market suitability and crop quality, based on thresholds you set

You will get
✓ A configurable template, customised to your businesses’ 

needs, where you can define what information is captured 

and you can set the thresholds for each market or category 

you supply 

✓ The option to set up multiple templates if you want to 

differentiate Intake QC from pre-harvest or store inspections

✓ Capture results in simple online forms and let the app do all 

the calculations for you

✓ Easily match supply with customer demands

✓ Track the status, and slice, dice and export tables to excel 
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Quality subscription starts from £416 per month
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Supply transparency and traceability 
Digitally capture and share provenance, quality and compliance at point of dispatch
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You will get
✓ Paperless Load Passports that are sent via email from the web 

or mobile app

✓ Configurable passport templates based on your, or your 

customers, requirements can include the capture of quality and 

chemical applications with application dates

✓ A central place to store all your grower’s certificates online 

✓ Access to the full passport history so you can benchmark 

growers by comparing supply vs marketable yields and/or the 

quality of supplied product over a season

Supply subscription starts from £416 per month
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Pricing | Choose what’s best for you
We all like flexibility. Simply select the tools that will benefit your business. 

Monitor Inventories Quality Supply

✓ Collect observations ✓ Field inventories ✓ Calculate availability ✓ Trade history 

✓ Crop history ✓ Store inventories ✓ Customise templates ✓ Supply availability 

✓ Pests, diseases, 

satellite & weather

✓ Share status with 

customers

✓ Capture and share 

quality results

✓ Paperless Load 

Passports

Each subscription starts at £416 per month

Prices are based on the size of your team 

Contact our team today to receive a quote. 8
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hello@kisanhub.com  |  www.kisanhub.com
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Book a call with our team 

Start your journey today, 
it begins with a call, we’ll do the rest 

mailto:hello@kisanhub.com
http://www.kisanhub.com
https://cal.mixmax.com/hellokisanhub/letsconnect
https://cal.mixmax.com/hellokisanhub/letsconnect
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Supply case study | Produce World Group 

William Burgess | Chairman & Co-Owner of Produce World Group & Burgess Farms 
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Problem | Paperwork. Enough said. 

Solution | Paperless Load Passports saves time and reduces errors; 

Load Passports is making sure we have that data 

without loads of manual processes, which are not 

only costly but they lead to mistakes, data gets 

input wrongly.

“

“
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Quality case study | Sahyadri Farms 

Problem | Crops were failing quality tests on arrival with customers. 

Solution | The ability to see quality before it arrives with customers; 

The KisanHub Quality tool has helped us avoid 

costly rejections of container shipments by 

ensuring only produce of the correct quality is 

sent to our customers.
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Vilas Shinde | Managing Director of Sahyadri Farms 

“

“


